Promising New Technologies
Exist for Prostate Cancer

Thanks to widespread prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing, most men diagnosed
with prostate cancer today have small, low-grade tumors confined to the prostate
gland.

Multiple emerging treatments show promise
Cryotherapy
Since the 1960s, physicians have used cryotherapy to destroy
skin tumors and precancerous moles. But it wasn’t until the
1990s, after significant improvements were made in imaging
technology and the devices that control extreme temperatures,
that researchers started testing cryotherapy on tumors inside
the body. Before that, doctors had had no way to monitor the
treatment internally or see how much tissue had been frozen.
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU)
Perhaps the easiest way to understand HIFU is to think about a
science experiment you might have done as a child. If you hold a
magnifying glass at just the right angle over a leaf, the sun’s rays
will converge below the lens, burning the leaf at the point
where they intersect. Move the leaf away from the intersection
of the sun’s rays or shift the magnifying glass, and the leaf
doesn’t burn. Instead of sunlight, HIFU relies on sound waves
generated by a transducer. When physicians use ultrasound as a
diagnostic tool, the low-intensity sound waves deposit small
amounts of energy as they travel through tissues. According to
how much energy the tissues absorb, they look white, black, or
gray in the resulting pictures. By increasing the intensity of the
sound waves and focusing them on a single point, HIFU sends a
large amount of energy into the tissue, in this case, the
prostate.

Focal Therapies
In 2007, two teams of researchers, one in
England and the other in the United
States, published papers arguing in favor
of testing focal therapy, in which only the
tumor and a small margin of normal
tissue around it are treated instead of
the entire prostate gland. This approach,
they say, would minimize damage to
“structures essential for sexual, urinary,
and bowel function” and allow for retreatment later on if necessary.
Because a specific point can be targeted,
cryotherapy, HIFU, and radiation therapy
can be used as focal therapies to attack a
single cancerous lesion. Photodynamic
therapy, which has been used to treat
skin cancer, shows potential as a focal
therapy for the treatment of prostate
cancer, too. During PDT, patients are
given a photosensitizer, a light-sensitive
chemical that accumulates in the target
tissue. When it’s exposed to light, the
photosensitizer releases toxic substances
that destroy tumor cells.
Learn more at:
http://www.harvardprostateknowledge.
org/promising-technologies-for-thetreatment-of-prostate-cancer
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